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Abstract. The reflection and transmission of a few-cycle femtosecond Ti:Sa laser pulse 
impinging on a thin plasma layer have been analysed on the basis of classical 
electrodynamics. The plasma electrons were represented by a surface current density along 
the layer. This target plasma can be imagined as generated from a thin foil by a pre-pulse 
which is then followed by the main high-intensity laser pulse. An approximate analytic 
solution has been given for the system of the coupled Maxwell-Lorentz equations describing 
the dynamics of the surface current and the composite radiation field. With the help of these 
solutions the Fourier components of the reflected radiation have been calculated. The 
nonlinearities stemming from the relativistic kinematics of the free electrons lead to the 
appearance of higher-order harmonics in the scattered spectra. In our analysis particular 
attention has been paid to the role of the carrier-envelope phase difference of the incoming 
few-cycle laser pulse. For instance, we show that the fourth harmonic peak strongly depends 
on the carrier-envelope phase difference with a modulation being almost 25 percent. In 
general, the harmonic peaks are down-shifted due to the presence of the intensity-dependent 
factors of order of 15-65 percent in case of an incoming field of intensity 2×1019W/cm2. This 
phenomenon is analogous to the famous intensity-dependent frequency shift appearing in the 
high-intensity Thomson scattering on a single electron. The analysis has shown that at grazing 
incidence the first even harmonics dominate rather than the odd ones, as for medium angles of 
incidence. It has also been shown that the spectrum of the high-harmonics has a long tail 
where the heights of the peaks vary practically within one order of magnitude forming a 
quasi-continuum. By Fourier synthesising the components from this plateau  region of the 
higher-harmonic spectrum, attosecond pulses have been obtained. 
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1. Introduction 
The study of the interaction of intense few-cycle laser pulses with matter has brought a 
new, important branch of investigations in nonlinear optics, as Brabec and Krausz [1] 
emphasized in their review paper. The effect of the absolute phase (the carrier-envelope phase 
difference, in short: CE phase) on the nonlinear response of atoms and of solids interacting 
with a very short, few-cycle strong laser pulse has recently drawn considerable attention and  
initiated a wide-spreading theoretical and experimental research. For instance Paulus et al. [2] 
have detected an anticorrelation in the shot-to-shot analysis of the photoelectron yield of 
ionization measured by two opposing detectors. This effect comes from the random variation 
of the CE phase (hence the direction and the magnitude of the electric field of the laser) from 
one pulse to the other. Such extreme short pulses can be used to monitor for instance the 
details of photoelectron dynamics [3] or atomic inner-shell relaxation processes, like the 
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Auger effect [4]. Concerning theory, the CE pase-dependence of the spatial asymmetry in 
photoionization has been extensively investigated by Chelkowski et al. [5], and by Milosevic 
et al. [6-7]. In the meantime the problem of the stabilization of the CE phase in the few-cycle 
laser pulse trains has been achieved [8-9]. On the basis of a simulation, using the time-
dependent density functional approach, Lemell et al. [10] predicted the CE phase-dependence 
of the photoelectron yield in case of the surface photoelectric effect of metals in the tunnel 
regime. Apolonskiy et al. [11] and Dombi et. al. [12] have reported the measurement of this 
effect, but the absolut phase-dependence had a considerably smaller modulation (CE phase-
sensitivity) in their experiment, than predicted by the simulation. Fortier et al. has recently 
demonstrated the CE phase effect in quantum interference of injected photocurrents in 
semiconductors [13]. In the multiphoton regime Nakajima and Watanabe [14] has found 
theoretically CE phase effects in the bound state population of a Cs atom excited by nearly 
single-cycle pulses.  
At this point we would like to note that there is a wide-spread opinion among 
researchers investigating the CE phase effect that this effect shows up exclusively in 
nonlinear processes. In fact, as Fearn and Lamb [15] have shown already in 1991, the sine or 
the cosine character of the laser pulse make a difference in the linear photoionization 
dynamics if one takes into account the counter-rotating term in the interaction. As they wrote 
in Section IV. of their paper: “This suggests that…the time delay [of the electron signal] 
could be used to measure the phase of the field.” A simple illustration of the linear CE phase 
effect has recently been considered by Ristow [16] in the case of a harmonic oscillator. 
We have seen above, that in the theoretical works exclusively nonlinear quantum 
processes (photoionization, surface photoelectric effect) have been considered in the non-
relativistic regime in the context of CE phase effects. In the present paper we briefly describe 
our theoretical analysis on the reflection and transmission of a few-cycle laser pulse on a thin 
plasma layer represented by a surface current. Our analysis here, as in our earlier non-
relativistic study [17] on CE phase effects in high-harmonic generation on a thin metal layer, 
is based completely on classical electrodynamics and mechanics, in the frame of which we 
solve the system of coupled Maxwell-Lorentz equations of the incoming and scattered 
radiation and the classical surface current. The idea to study such a system appeared to us by 
reading a paper by Sommerfeld [18] published in Annalen der Physik in 1915, in which he 
analysed the temporal distortion of x-ray pulses of arbitrary shape and duration impinging 
perpendicularly on a surface current being in vacuum. In Ref. [17] we have generalized this 
model in the following sense. On one hand, we allowed oblique incidence of the incoming 
radiation field, and on the other hand, we assume that the surface current (which represents a 
thin metal layer) is embedded between two semi-infinite dielectrics with two different indeces 
of refraction. In the present paper we shall give the relativistic generalization of the equation 
of motion of the surface current, which was not investigated by Sommerfeld. This latter 
approach is needed to consider the interaction of a plasma layer with a laser pulse of 
relativistic intensities. In our analysis we shall use the simplifying assumption that the plasma 
layer surrouded by vacuum, hence the angle of incidence coincides the angle of reflection and 
of transmission. Moreover, the thickness of the layer will be assumed to be smaller than the 
wavelingth of the incoming radiation. This assumptuon restricts the applicability of our results 
to moderate relativistic intensities (for which the intensity parameter is not larger than unity), 
because for higher intensities the displacements of the plasma electrons along the cross-
section of the layer can be larger than the wavelength of the incoming radiation.  
The high-harmonic production on metallic free electrons has been considered 
analytically by Lichters et al. [19] on the basis of their famous oscillating mirror model. Our 
model considerably differs from this approach, because we have exactly taken into account 
the radiation reaction on the electron plasma. We note that recently there has been much 
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labour put into the classical simulations of various processes (generation on coherent x-rays, 
laser acceleration of electrons) in laser-plasma interaction [20-22]. Moreover, this year the 
first experimental results appeared on the generation of quasi-monoenergetic electron bunches 
by strong laser fields [23]. On the other hand, to our knowledge, there have been no classical 
relativistic considerations so far published, where the CE phase effect in the relativistic 
regime would have been analysed. The recent paper may be considered as a contribution to 
the study of this particular aspect, too. 
In Section 2 we present the basic equations describing our model. In Section 3 an 
approximate analytic solution will be given for the system of the coupled Maxwell-Lorentz 
equations describing the dynamics of the surface current (representing the plasma electrons) 
and the composite radiation field. With the help of these solutions the Fourier components of 
the reflected and transmitted radiation will be calculated. The nonlinearities stemming from 
the relativistic kinematics lead to the appearance of higher-order harmonics in the scattered 
spectra. In general, the harmonic peaks are down-shifted due to the presence of the intensity-
dependent factors of order of 15-65 per cent in case of an incoming field of intensity 
2×1019W/cm2. This phenomenon is analogous to the famous intensity-dependent frequency 
shift appearing in the high-intensity Thomson scattering on a single electron. In our analysis 
particular attention has been paid to the role of the carrier-envelope phase difference of the 
incoming few-cycle laser pulse. For instance the 4th harmonic peak strongly depends on the 
carrier-envelope phase difference with a modulation being almost 25 per cent. It is also shown 
that the scattered spectrum has a long tail, where the heights of the peaks vary practically 
within one order of magnitude in the frequency range considered. We will show that by 
Fourier synthesising the components from this plateau  region of the higher-harmonic 
spectrum, attosecond pulses can be obtained. 
 
2. The basic equations of the model  
The model to be used here has already been studied in our earlier work [17]. For 
completeness of the present paper, let us briefly summarize first the basic notations and 
equations, which can also be found in Ref. [17] for the general case, when the electron layer is 
embedded between two dielectrics. Later we will specialize our study to case of an electron 
(plasma) layer being in vacuum. We take the coordinate system such that the first dielectric 
with index of refraction 1n  fills the region 2/2lz > , this  is called region 1. In region 2 we 
place the thin metal layer of thickness 2l  perpendicular to the z-axis and defined by the 
relation 2/2/ 22 lzl +<<− . Region 3, 2/2lz −< , is assumed to be filled by the second 
dielectric having the index of refraction 3n . The thickness 2l  is assumed to smaller then the 
wavelength of the incoming radiation. The plasma layer is represented by a sheet of electrons 
bound to region 2 and moving freely in the x-y plane. In case of perpendicular incidence the 
light would come from the positive z-direction, and it would be transmitted in the negative z-
direction into region 3. The plane of incidence is defined as the y-z plane and the initial k
r
-
vector is assumed to make an angle 1θ  with the z-axis. In case of an s-polarized incoming TE 
wave the components of the electric field and the magnetic induction read )0,0,( xE  and 
),,0( zy BB , respectively. They satisfy the Maxwell equations 
zxyyxzxyzzy BEBEEBB 000 ,, −∂=−∂−∂=∂∂=∂−∂ ε       ,                                                       (1) 
where 2n=ε  is the dielectric constant and n  is the index of refraction. If we make the 
replacements ,xx BE −→ε zz EB →  and yy EB →  then we have the field components of a p-
polarized TM wave ),,0( zy EE and )0,0,( xB , and we receive the following equations 
xyzzyzxyyxz BEEEBEB 000 ,, −∂=∂−∂∂=−∂∂=∂ εε      .                                                         (2) 
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In the followings we will consider only the latter case, namely the scattering of a p-
polarized TM radiation field. From Eq. (2) we deduce that xB  satisfies the wave equation, and 
in region 1 we take it as a superposition of the incoming plane wave pulse F and an unknown 
reflected plane wave 1f  
]/)cossin([]/)cossin([ 111111111 czyntfczyntFfFBx θθθθ +−−−−=−= .                        (3) 
From Eq.(2) we can express the components yE and zE of the electric field strength by taking 
into account Eq. (3) 
))(/(sin),)(/(cos 11111111 fFnEfFnE zy −=+= θθ  .                                                               (4) 
In region 3 the general form of the magnetic induction 3xB  is the by now unknown refracted 
wave 3g  
]/)cossin([ 333333 czyntggBx θθ −−== .                                                                               (5) 
The corresponding components of the electric field strength are expressed from the above 
equation with the help of the first two equation of Eq. (2) 
33333333 )/(sin,)/(cos gnEgnE zy θθ == .                                                                                (6) 
In region 2 the relevant Maxwell equations with the current density j
r
 read 
xyzzyyyxz BEEEjcB 002 ,)/4( −∂=∂−∂∂+=∂ επ .                                                                   (7) 
By integrating the two equations in Eq. (7) with respect to z from 2/2l−  to 2/2l+  and taking 
the limit 02 →l , we obtain the boundary conditions for the field components 
0][,)/4(][ 0312031 =−=− == zyyyzxx EEKcBB π ,                                                                       (8) 
where 2yK  is the y-component of the surface current in region 2. This surface current can be 
expressed in terms of the local velocity of the electrons in the metal layer 
)/()/()2/4(,)/( 222 dtdemKcnldtdeK yyeyy δπδ Γ== ,                                                      (9)                         
002
2
02
2 )/()/(,)/(2 ωλπωωπ lnlmce pe =Γ≡Γ ,   )/()/(/ 02200 λωωπωκ lp=Γ≡  ,          (10) 
where for later convenience we have introduced 0ω , 00 /2 ωπλ c=  , the carrier frequency and 
the central wavelength of the incoming light pulse, and en , menep /4 2πω =  denote the 
density of electrons and the corresponding plasma frequency in the metal layer, respectively. 
In Eq. (9) yδ  denotes the local displacement of the electrons in the metal layer for which we 
later write down the Lorentz equation (Newton equation in the non-relativistic regime) in the 
presence of the complete electric field. We remark that in reality the thickness 2l  is, of course, 
not infinitesimally small, rather, it has a finite value which is anyway assumed to be smaller 
then the average wavelength of the incoming pulse. 
From Eq. (8) with the help of Eq. (9) we can express 1f  and 3g  in terms of )(ty ′′δ   
)]()/(2)()))[(/(1()( 313311 temctFcccctf y ′′Γ−′−+=′ δ ,                                                            (11) 
)]()/()())[/(2()( 3113 temtFccctg y ′′Γ−′+=′ δ ,                                                                          (12) 
where the prime on yδ  denotes the derivative with respect to the retarded time 
cyntt /sin 11 θ−=′  which is equal to cynt /sin 33 θ− ,  securing Snell’s law of refraction 
3311 sinsin θθ nn =  to hold. Moreover, in Eqs. (11) and (12) we have introduced the notations 
333111 /cos,/cos ncnc θθ == . We would like to emphasize that Eqs. (11) and (12) are valid in 
complete generality, that is, they hold for both non-relativistic and relativistic kinematics of 
the local electron displacement )(ty ′δ . For an interaction with a TM wave this displacement is 
uniform (along lines of constant x-values) in the direction perpendicular to the plane of 
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incidence (the y-z plane), so it does not depend on the x-coordinate. As the incoming wave 
impinges on the surface at region 2 its (plane) wave fronts sweep this surface creating a 
superluminar polarization wave, described by the local displacement )(ty ′δ  of the electrons. 
In the non-relativistic regime, because of the continuity of  yE , Eq. (8), in the Newton 
equation for the displacement of the electrons in the surface current we can use for instance 
the force term )( 111 fFcE y +=  according to Eq. (4), and neglect the magnetic induction. By 
taking Eq. (11) also into account we have 
)]()()/[()( ttFmebt yy ′′Γ−′=′′′ δδ ,                                                                                           (13) 
where )/(2 3131 ccccb +≡ , and  333111 /cos,/cos ncnc θθ ≡≡ . 
Henceforth, in the equation of motion for the surface current 2yK  we use 3xB , 3yE  
and 3zE , moreover we specialize our system to be a plasma layer in vacuum (hence 
θθθ ==→== 3131 1nn , consequently θcos21 == cc  and 1=b ). If we take into account 
retardation, i.e. relativistic effects, the argument of the field strength will be given in the layer 
as   
0
cos)(sin)(
=
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ +−+−≡
z
zy
c
zy
t
θδθδη   .                                                                          (14) 
The local displacements yδ and zδ  in the layer will depend on the retarded 
time cytt /sinθ−=′ . In fact, these displacements represent a polarization wave in the layer 
propagating in the positive y-direction with the velocity θsin/c . This is due to the assumed 
oblique incidence of the incoming field, i.e. the wave front of the incoming field sweeps the 
layer with such a velocity. The fields to be used in the equation of motion of the electron 
displacements can be expressed as 3gE εrr =  and EngB rrr ×== )0,0,1(3 , where 
)sin,cos,0( θθε =r  is the polarization vector and )cos,sin,0( θθ −=nr is the unit propagation 
vector. The true retarded time parameter is given from eq(14) as cnt /δη rr ⋅−′=  where 
),,0( zy δδδ =r . Introducing the velocity tdd ′= /δυ rr  and the associated relativistic 
factor 22 /1/1 cυγ −=  we can define the proper time element γτ /tdd ′= . Moreover we 
define the four-position },{ δδ µ rtc ′=  and the four-velocity },{/ 0 uuddu r== τδ µµ . In this 
way the following set of relativistic equations derives for the four-velocity associated to the 
displacements in the plasma layer 
))(/()/( 0 BuEucedudm
rrrr ×+=τ , and Euceddum rr ⋅= )/()/( 0 τ .                                          (15) 
We stress that in Eq. (15) the field strengths depend on the true retarded time parameter 
cnt /δη rr ⋅−′=  at the position of the electrons, where cytt /sinθ−=′  is the uniform 
retarded time over the plasma layer. We note that, because of the assumed geometry of the 
scattering, the electrons move collectively in phase along the lines parallel to the x-axis. The 
second of the two equations in Eq. (15) expresses the relativistic work theorem. From the two 
equations in Eq. (15) the important relations can be derived, 
.0 constcaunu ==⋅− rr  ,                                                                                                         (16) 
and, as a consequence, on the other hand 
caunutntc
d
ddcd =⋅−=′⋅−′= rrrr 0)]([/ δττη ,    )/1(/ cvnadd
rr ⋅−== γτη ,                     (17) 
where a is a constant depending on the initial local velocity. This means, that the derivatives 
with respect to the proper time are proportional to the derivatives with respect to the argument 
of the field strengths, ητ daddd // = , where the constant a  depends only on the initial 
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conditions. As is seen from the last relation in Eq. (17), for a particle initially at rest this 
constant is 1=a . According to the relation ητ daddd // = , the equation of motion in Eq. 
(15) can be brought to the form 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅+= E
d
d
c
nE
ma
e
d
d rrrr
r
η
δ
η
δ 1
2
2
,                                                                                              (18) 
where, as we saw before 3gE εrr = , and, according to Eq. (12)  
)/)(/()/(3 ηδγ ddaemFg yΓ−= .                                                                                          (19) 
Now let us make the following decomposition of the displacement δr , 
θδθδδεδ sincos zy +=⋅=⊥ rr ,  θδθδδδ cossin|| zyn −=⋅= rr ,                                          (20) 
that is 
θδθδδ sincos ||+= ⊥y  ,   θδθδδ cossin ||−= ⊥z  .                                                              (21) 
With the help of this decomposition and by integration with respect to η , it can be derived 
from Eq. (18) that 
])/()/[(
2
1/ 20
2
|| ηδηδηδ ddddcdd ⊥⊥ −= .                                                                               (22) 
Henceforth we will take the initial value 0)/( 0 =⊥ ηδ dd  which corresponds to 1=a . In this 
way we obtain 
θηδθηδηδ sin)/)(2/1(cos)/(/ 2ddcdddd y ⊥⊥ += .                                                             (23) 
Thus, if we solve the equation of motion for ηδ dd /⊥ , we can express ηδ dd y / through 
which, according to Eq. (19), the transmitted field can be calculated. Similarily, because of 
Eq.(11), the reflected field can also be determined. 
Combining Eqs. (19) and (23) – after some lengthy but straightforward algebra – we  receive 
the following closed equation for ⊥δ   
4422
2
2
2
4/)/(/)/(1
sin]2/)/[(cos)/()(
cddcdd
cddddF
m
e
d
d
ηδηδ
θηδθηδηη
δ
⊥⊥
⊥⊥⊥
++
+Γ−= .                                                (24) 
In case of perpendicular incidence ( 0=θ ), according to Eq. (21), we obtain an equation 
directly for yδ , with which we have to express the scattered fields,  
44222
2
4/)/(/)/(1
)/(
)(
cddcdd
dd
F
m
e
d
d
yy
yy
ηδηδ
ηδηη
δ
++Γ−= .                                                  (25) 
We note that both Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), in fact, are first-order differential equations for 
ηδ dd /⊥ . 
By now, the form of the incoming pulse )(ηF  has not been specified, it can be of arbitrary 
shape. As is seen from Eqs.(11) and (12), both the reflected and the transmitted signal contain 
the the unknown term tdd y ′/δ . Due to Eqs. (23), (24) or (25), if once we know ηδ dd y /  , 
then the Fourier components of this unknown quantity tdd y ′/δ  can be expressed as 
 ∫+∞
∞−
+=′ ]}/)([exp{)( || cid
d
d
td
d yy ηδηωη
δηωδ ,                                                                         (26)  
where we have taken into account the relation ctcnt // ||δδη −′=⋅−′= rr .  In this way the 
solution of the scattering problem is reduced to the solution of the (non-linear) differential 
equation Eq. (24) (or, in case of perpendicular incidence, Eq. (25)).  
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3. High-harmonic generation on a plasma layer in the moderate relativistic regime 
In the present section we consider moderately relativistic motions in the plasma layer, 
hence we approximate the square root by 1 and  neglect the second term in the nominator in 
Eq.(24). The resulting equation for ηδ dd /⊥  yields  
η
δθηη
δ
d
d
F
m
e
d
d ⊥⊥ Γ−= )cos()(2
2
,                                                                                              (27) 
which is formally coincides with Newton equation, Eq. (13), suitable for the non-relativistic 
description. Henceforth, for simplicity, we denote η  by t . Assuming an impinging Gaussian  
pulse  
)cos()2/exp()( 0
22
0 ϕωτ +−= ttFtF                                                                                         (28) 
of  amplitude 0F , carrier frequency 0ω , pulse width 2/Lττ =  (where Lτ  is the width of the 
intensity), and carrier-envelope phase difference ϕ , Eq. (27) can be approximately solved, 
yielding 
)sin()2/exp(/cos11)/(/ 0
222
0
22
00 αϕωτωθωδ ++−⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ Γ+≈⊥ ttmeFdtd ,                           (29) 
where the additional phase α  is defined by the relation 
θω
θωα
22
0
0
cos)/(1
cos)/(
sin Γ+
Γ= .                                                                                                (30) 
The phase term δδ rr ⋅= n||  appearing in the exponential in Eq. (26) can be calculated from Eq. 
(29) by using Eq. (22) to yield 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ++−−−×
Γ+⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≈
∫
∞−
t
ttxdx
mc
eF
c
)](2sin[)/exp(
4
1)/exp(
2
1
cos)/(1
1
2
1/
0
22
0
22
2
0
2
0
0
||
αϕωτωτ
θωωδ
  .                                       (31) 
 
According to Eq. (23), on the basis of Eq. (29), dtd y /δ  can be expressed as 
)]}(2cos[1){/exp(sin
)sin()2/exp(cos2/
0
222
0
22
αϕωτθβ
αϕωτθβδ
++−−+
++−≈
tt
ttcdtd y  ,                                                                 (32) 
where we have introduced the dimensionless parameter 
θω
µ
θωω
β
22
0
22
00
0
cos)/(1
1
2cos)/(1
1
2
1
Γ+
=
Γ+⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛≡
mc
eF ,                                                (33)                        
where 00 / ωµ mceF≡  is the dimensionless intensity parameter usually appearing in strong 
field phenomena. Its numerical value can be calculated according to the 
formula phEI /10
9−=µ , where I is the peak laser intensity measured in 2/ cmW  and phE  is 
the average laser photon energy measured in eV . Another well-known relation is 
2182 10 λµ I−= , where the wavelength is measured in microns. 
 The main problem in calculating the scattered (e. g. the reflected) spectrum is the 
presence of the time integral in Eq. (31) , which is – according to Eq. (26) – is present in the 
exponential of the Fourier integral. In order to get rid of this difficulty, we approximate this 
time integral in the following manner 
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⎪⎪⎭
⎪⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
+∞≤≤
≤≤−+
−≤≤−∞
≈−∫
∞− t
tt
t
xdx
t
2/,
2/2/,2/
2/,0
)/exp( 22
πτπτ
πτπτπτ
πτ
τ .                                                (34) 
We have numerically checked that the right hand side of Eq.(34) quite reasonably 
approximates the integral on the left hand side. We also note that for ∞→τ  (which 
corresponds to a very long laser pulse), only the second range gives a contribution. 
Accordingly, we split the time integral in Eq. (26) into three parts 
∫∫∫
∫
∞+
+
+
−
+−
∞−
++
≈+=′
2/
2/
2/
)1(2/
2/
||
)()()(
]}/)([exp{
)(
)(
222
πτ
ωωπτβπτ
πτ
ωβωπτβπτ ω
δωδωδ
tiitiiti
yy
etBeetBeetB
ctti
dt
td
dt
td
d
 ,                                      (35) 
where 
}2/]
2[sin2/]
[cos2){2/()(
0
22
0
22
0
22
0
22
0
22
)22(/)1())(22()22(/)1())(22(
2/)1()(22)12(/)2/1())(12(
)12(/)2/1())(12(
0
2
tnitnnitnitnni
tnitnnitnitnni
tnitnni
n
n
eeeeee
eeeieee
eeeJtB
ωταϕωταϕ
ωταϕωταϕ
ωταϕ
θβ
θβωωβ
+−+−++−−−+−+−−
−+−+−+−+−++−
−−+−+−−
−
−+
−≈ ∑
 .                (36) 
In obtaining Eq. (36) we have used the Jacobi-Anger formula, the generating formula for the 
Bessel functions, ∑ −− =
n
in
n
iz ezJe ψψ )(sin , moreover we have made the approximation 
2222 /
0
2/
0
2 )2/(])2/[( ττ ωωβωωβ ntntn eJeJ −− ≈ , which means that – concerning the time 
dependence – we keep only the leading term in the power expansion of the Bessel functions 
nJ . Within these approximations the integrals in Eq. (35) can be calculated by using the 
formulae 3.322.1-2 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [24]. 
 We have checked that for relatively long pulses, say, for a 10-cycle pulse, at a 
relativistic intensity 219 /102 cmW× , only the second term in Eq. (35) contributes considerably 
to the spectrum whose maxima correspond to the intensity-dependend frequency-shifted 
harmonics of frequencies )1/( 20 βωω += nn  , where β was defined in Eq. (33). We have 
found that the spectrum has a very sharp cut-off determined by the critical index depending 
here on the factor 2/2β  in the argument of the Bessel function. We can borrow a formula for 
this critical index cn  from the theory of synchrotron radiation (see e.g. Jackson [25]); 
2/34 )4/1/(3 β−=cn , whose numerical value of is approximately 78 in the case of o45  of 
incidence. The critical normalized frequency becomes  28)1/(/ 20 ≈+== βωω ccc nv  which is 
in agreement whith what we have seen from our numerical calculations. Of course, for this 
estimate we have to assume that 12/2 <β , namely that the mentioned factor in the argument 
of the Bessel function is close to, but smaller than one. 
 To show the spectra for short, 2-cycle pulses we assume the electron density 
32110 −= cmne  and thickness nml 8100/2 == λ  for the plasma layer as above, but we take a 
“moderate” intensity, namely 218 /102 cmW× , so one order of magnitude smaller as in the 
previous example. Then we obtain }35.3,51.2,68.1,84.0{)1/()/( 20 =+== βωω nv nn  for the 
first four harmonics 4,3,2,1=n , where the parameter β  defined in Eq. (33) is proportional 
with the usual intensity parameter λµ 2/1910 I−= . 
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Fig. 1 Shows the reflected spectrum of  a 2-cycle 
laser pulse impinging on a plasma layer of 
thickness 100/λ   and  321 /10 cm at 80 degrees 
of incidence ( “grazing incidence” ) of a Ti:Sa 
laser of intensity 218 /102 cmW× . The 
normalized frequency is defined as 0/ωω≡v  
where 0ω  is the carrier frequency of the laser 
pulse. On the figure it is clearly shown that the 
harmonic peaks are down-shifted due to the 
intensity-dependent factor discussed in the text 
before.  
Fig. 2 Shows the that the maximum value of the 
4th harmonic peak strongly depends on the 
carrier-envelope phase difference ϕ , the 
modulation is of almost 24%. This peak value 
has been calculated for  a 2-cycle laser pulse 
impinging on a plasma layer of thickness 100/λ  
and  321 /10 cm at 45 degrees of incidence of a 
Ti:Sa laser of intensity 218 /102 cmW× . The 
absolute maximum value of the curve 
corresponds to 0.012, which we used as a 
normalization factor. 
 
On Fig. 1 we see a typical spectrum of the reflected signal at grazing incidence, where the 
even harmonics dominate. This is understandable from Eqs. (35) and (36) where the angular 
prefactors θcos  and θsin  multiply the odd and the even contributions, respectively. In the 
next example we illustrate on Fig. 2 that the maximum value of the 4th harmonic peak 
strongly depends on the carrier-envelope phase difference ϕ , the modulation (which is 
defined as )/()( minmaxminmax IIIIM +−= ) is of almost 25%. We mention that we have 
checked this modulation M  for the other harmonic peaks, but, interestingly, we found it very 
small ( %21−<M ). Similarily for the integrated spectrum the value of M  is also very small, 
a couple of per cents.  
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Fig. 3 Shows the reflected spectrum of  a 2-cycle 
laser pulse impinging on a plasma layer of 
thickness 100/λ   and  of electron density 
321 /10 cm at 45 degrees of incidence of a Ti:Sa 
laser of intensity 218 /102 cmW× . The 
normalized frequency is defined as 0/ωω≡v  
where 0ω  is the carrier frequency of the laser 
pulse. On the figure it is clearly shown that the 
harmonic peaks down-shifted due to the 
intensity-dependent factor discussed in the text 
before. It is also seen that the spectrum has a long 
tail where the heights of the peaks vary 
practically within one order of magnitude in the 
frequency range considered. 
 
Fig. 4  Shows the attosecond pulse train obtained 
by Fourier synthetising the contribution of the 
electric field components coming from the 
plateau region shown on Fig. 3. We have 
summed up these contributions from 8=ν  up to 
20=ν . The temporal width of these pulses is of 
order of ~250 attoseconds. The peak intensities 
of this pulses are about 1/1000 of the original 
incoming pulse, i.e. ~ 215 /102 cmW× . 
 
 
The presence of the “plateau” shown on Fig. 3 suggests that by Fourier synthesis of this part 
of the spectrum results in the appearance of attosecond pulses. Note that the spacing of the 
individual peaks in the plateau region is much smaller than the central frequency, thus this 
plateau is almost a quasi-continuum.The result of the Fourier syntheses is shown on Fig. 4, 
where we see a part of an attosecond pulse train in the reflected signal. 
 By closing the present letter, we can conclude from our analysis, that, on one hand, 
certain parts of the scattered spectrum of a few-cycle laser pulse impinging on a plasma layer 
is CE phase-sensitive, and, on the other hand, the Fourier components in the plateau region 
are in phase, and coherently add up to yield high-intensity attosecond UV pulse trains. 
Moreover, we have have given an analytic expression for the critical index characterising the 
cut-off region of the harmonic spectra, and  we have proven that in general there is an 
intensity-dependent frequency down shift of the harmonic components generated on the 
plasma layer, analogous to that had been found earlier for nonlinear Thomson scattering on a 
single electron. 
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